Carole Nash teams up with R&G to help bikers drive down their
motorcycle insurance costs
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Carole Nash, the UK’s favourite motorcycle insurance (http://www.carolenash.com) broker, is softening
the blow of an accident for their customers with free R&G crash protectors now available with any new
Carole Nash bike insurance policy.
Bikers can go the extra mile to protect their pride and joy as well as their bike insurance premium by
claiming a free R&G crash protector; designed to minimise the damage caused to one of more than 200
individual models and cut the cost of accident claims – or even eliminate the need to claim at all.
Motorcycle owners taking out a fully comprehensive bike insurance policy over the phone with Carole Nash
will receive free crash protectors for their bike, worth anywhere between £50 and £176. Manufactured
from snap-resistant, de-embrittled high tensile steel bolts and featuring bobbins with compression
sleeves, R&G crash protectors are designed to minimise the damage to frames and fairings in the event of
a crash.
Explaining the move, Carole Nash’s head of marketing Rebecca Donohue said: “In these tough economic
times we’ve been looking even harder for ways we can help bikers reduce their costs. We came up with
this deal with R&G because it’s a real win-win. Bikers get high quality crash protectors absolutely
free which can not only minimise the cost of any accident claim but even prevent the need to claim. That
then protects no claims discounts which can be as high as 65 percent. Minimising the cost of claims also
minimises future premiums.”
R&G’s sales director Simon Hughes said the firm was delighted to support the offer. “Our crash
protectors can mean the difference between a minor repair and a write off so they are an invaluable
after-market accessory for riders. Of course as Carole Nash are giving them away they are more than
invaluable, they’re genuinely priceless!”
The offer, which includes free delivery, is available on every new comprehensive bike insurance
(http://www.carolenash.com) policy purchased by telephone on 0800 804 7952*, where the premium exceeds
£200 and R&G crash protectors are available for the insured bike. The company’s range, manufactured
from aircraft-grade metals, spans all the major manufacturers including Aprilia, BMW, Ducati, Honda,
Kawasaki, KTM, MV Augusta, Suzuki, Triumph and Yamaha. To claim their free protector, customers will need
to quote reference CP0409.
* This offer is only available by telephone. It is not available online.
Further details and terms and conditions off the offer can be found on www.carolenash.com/R&G.
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